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A N I N T R O D U C T I O N TO
STEM CELL THERAPY
by Roberto Tostado, MD

—

LOOK GOOD • FEEL GOOD • BE HEALTHY

My mission as a physician is to
find therapies that help heal and
nourish the body to increase its
potential as we age. Everything I
do at the iBody is imbued with my
relentlessly artistic spirit. My most
important role is perhaps as a teacher
to my patients regarding how to
live healthfully and experience
physical, emotional, and mental
strength. Disease does not have to be
part of our life, which is why I focus
on healing my patients, not treating
their disease.

cell therapy a natural evolution of
my practice to give patients a better
quality of life. Stem cells are among
the best tools freely supplied to us
by nature. The iBody applies holistic
techniques to traditional regenerative
medicine, perhaps best embodied
by our truly groundbreaking multispecialty treatment approach to stem
cell therapy.
Healing derived from cells that you
produce is a wonderful alternative to
medication. Stem cell therapy is a new
process that can restore the proper
functioning of almost any element of
your health.

As a practitioner of both traditional
and holistic medicine, I consider stem
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ABOUT STEM CELL
THERAPY

STEM CELL THERAPY
AT T H E i B O D Y

—

—

Stem cells are living cells in your body that give you the ability of regeneration.

The iBody provides adipose-derived autologous stem cell therapy, where stem

Your stem cells have an innate intelligence to go to where injury or inflammation

cells are derived from fat harvested from the patient’s own body. Adipose (fat)

is present. It’s your body healing itself with brand new cells that can be found

derived stem cells yields are much higher, about 2,500 times more common

abundant in various areas in your body. Many diseases and chronic pain can be

than bone marrow cells, and are safely harvested under local anesthesia.

treated with stem cell therapy to reduce the underlying inflammation effectively.

The greater the quantity of stem cells deployed (injected into the patient),
the more successful the treatment.

Stem cell therapy involves the use of one’s own stem cells by stimulating the
body’s repair mechanism. Stem cells are also called the body’s master cells.

Adipose fat is an abundant, reliable source of stem cells, seeking out damaged

They are specialized cells that can develop into bones, ligaments, tissue, nerve,

tissues in order to repair the body naturally. Human tissue is repaired by

or any organ cells with the unique potential to repair, restore, and regenerate

forming new mesenchymal cells to regenerate cartilage, bone, ligaments,

damaged areas of the body. Our bodies access these cells to promote healing

tendons, nerve, fat, muscle, blood vessels, and internal organs including the

and repair of injured tissues.

liver, lungs, heart, pancreas, adrenals, and intestines. Adipose-derived stem
cells show particular promise in treating certain degenerative orthopedic

However, with the wear and tear of age and bodily injuries, certain body parts

conditions and otherwise untreatable degenerative diseases.

can deteriorate if we cannot get enough of these cells to help repair those
areas. With stem cell therapy we can now harvest from areas rich in stem cells

This non-invasive procedure is affordable and done under local anesthesia.

and reinject them in damaged areas, greatly increasing the body’s ability to

We are proud to be a state-of-the-art treatment center in this burgeoning field

repair and heal itself.

of regenerative medicine.
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THE HEALING POWER
OF STEM CELLS

—
Adult nonembryonic mesenchymal stem cells are undifferentiated cells
found in humans and animals that replace dying cells and regenerate
damaged tissue, organ, bone, cartilage, connective tissue, blood vessels,
muscle, and nerve tissue. These special cells seek out areas of injury,
disease, and destruction, supplanting chronically damaged cells with
healthy ones to accelerate patients’ healing and recovery.
The full scope of stem cells’ medical and therapeutic potential is being
realized in stem cell clinical trials treating degenerative conditions as
wide-ranging as neurologic disease, renal failure, erectile dysfunction,
orthopedic impairment, fibromyalgia, rheumatoid arthritis, type 1
diabetes, and a wide variety of gastrointestinal, cardiac, and pulmonary
illness. Stem cells have a particularly high success rate repairing cartilage
in degenerated joints.
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THE iBODY APPROACH
TO R E G E N E R AT I V E M E D I C I N E

S T E M C E L L S F R O M F AT
VS BONE MARROW

—

—

Patients suffer from a wide spectrum of degenerative

Currently, an individual’s adult mesenchymal cells provide a

illnesses and conditions in every part of their anatomy.

far superior foundation for stem cell treatment. Fat cells are

At the iBody, board-certified specialists such as

both far more plentiful and more easily accumulated than

Dr. Tostado work to coordinate and provide therapy—

their bone marrow counterparts.

mainly from individuals’ own stem cells, but also
encompassing many other branches of
regenerative medicine.

Normally, the extraction of 100 cc of fat will yield 50 million
to 1 billion stem cells; the same amount will only yield tens

Your plan could entail hormone replacement therapy
supplemented with detoxification, weight loss,
nutritional supplementation, or an exercise program.
The iBody strives for maximum effectiveness and

of thousands of cells from one’s bone marrow. Bone marrow
sampling is a somewhat uncomfortable, multi-day procedure
wherein cells must first be multiplied or “cultured,” whereas
fat cells are accessible instantaneously.

minimal adverse reactions by tailoring a treatment
plan designed to benefit and significantly improve
one’s quality of life.
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FAQS

—
Why do patients request stem cell

using a revolutionary “closed system”

What are the most common areas

Are there any reports of adult,

treatment? Many have been told that

technology, ensuring that cells never

you treat? Our most common

autologous, adipose-derived

they require surgery or other risky

come into contact with the outside

treatments include intravenous

mesenchymal stem cells harming

treatments for their ailments and are

environment. Cells are then processed

administration, joint injections (knees,

humans or animals? We know of no

looking for noninvasive options. Some

and are ready for redeployment into

wrists, spine), cartilage, hair, and face.

documented cases personally or in

have read compelling testimonials

the patient within 90 minutes or less.

about stem cells in medical literature

Postoperative discomfort and activity

Does the iBody use stem cells from

and on various websites. The iBody is

restrictions are minimal.

any other animal or person? No. Only

committed to convenience, quality,

medical literature where serious harm
has resulted.

a person’s own autologous, adult cells

Is stem cell therapy FDA-approved?

and affordability, offering informed

How are the cells deployed into a

are harvested and redeployed back

No. The FDA regulates drugs and

patients modern regenerative therapy

patient? Stem cells can be injected

into their body, eliminating any risk of

medical devices, whereas our office

without the $100,000 price tag of most

through many minimally invasive

contamination from foreign DNA.

treatments are overseen by the

offshore treatments.

means: directly into veins, spinal

Medical Board of California. The

fluid, joints, or other body parts.

Can stem cells treat cancer?

FDA does have guidelines regarding

What is a typical stem cell procedure

Subcutaneously introduced stem cells

No. Although cancer patients do

the manipulation of bodily tissues;

like? Fat (usually abdominal) is

seek out and migrate to areas of tissue

receive “stem cell transplants,” these

the iBody meets these by providing

harvested by specially designed

damage, crossing the “blood-brain

individuals have had ablative bone

same-day treatment with a patient’s

equipment in a sterile treatment room

barrier” to enter the central nervous

marrow therapy and need stem cells

own cells, which undergo minimal

under a local anesthetic. The removal

system and provide regenerative

to repopulate their blood and marrow,

manipulation and are immediately

procedure lasts approximately 30-60

healing. These cells remain in a

which differ from the stem cells the

reinserted into the body.

minutes, and less than 100 cc of fat

patient’s body for many months

iBody uses to treat noncancerous

is required. Stem cells are harvested

after deployment.

ailments.
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How long will it take to see

Some stem cell therapy centers make

Are any patients automatically

Can extra stem cells be saved

improvement? Can you guarantee

extraordinary claims about their

excluded? Yes. Patients with

for future use? Stem cells can be

success? Since every patient has

success rate. Why doesn’t the iBody?

uncontrolled cancer are excluded.

cryopreserved and stored for extended

their care customized by Dr. Tostado,

FDA regulations actually prohibit

Any active infections must be

periods as liposuctioned fat. This

convalescence periods vary

such claims in any stem cell therapy

addressed prior to treatment.

service is outsourced to a premier

accordingly. Orthopedic patients

advertising, a rule by which the iBody

Severely ill patients, or those with

cryobank known for its excellent

or those pursuing the regeneration

stringently abides. Our aim is to

bleeding disorders or taking blood-

quality control. Since stem cell

of joint cartilage may need several

make cell-based medicine available

thinning medication, may require

numbers drop naturally with each

months to fully heal, although more

to all interested patients and provide

additional evaluation to qualify.

decade of life, many younger patients

immediate physiological responses for

ongoing follow-up treatment for all

many other diseases are likely. Many

degenerative conditions. We monitor

What is the cost of consultation and

of the disorders Dr. Tostado is treating

our patients’ long-term progress and

treatment? If you are interested and

How many treatments are required?

represent pioneering work for which

pain levels with lab tests, X-rays, CT

deemed a candidate, you can schedule

Most patients, especially those with

conclusive medical data has yet to

scans, physical examinations, and

a complimentary consultation with

orthopedic conditions, typically

be compiled. Some patients may not

by many other means to ensure the

Dr. Tostado. After your examination

require only one to two treatments;

experience marked improvement;

highest likelihood of lifelong fitness

and an explanation of the potential

autoimmune diseases and other

others will see dramatic regeneration

and well-being.

risks and benefits of surgery, you

degenerative conditions may

and Dr. Tostado may agree upon a

necessitate further attention.

of damaged tissue or resolution of

bank cells for later use.

disease. We make no promises, but

Is everyone a candidate? No. All

course of treatment. Even though

Dr. Tostado decides each patient’s

we only accept patients for whom we

patients need to be medically stable,

stem cell therapy is a minimally

course of treatment on a case-by-

have a high expectation of success.

and only certain medical problems

invasive procedure, medical clearance

case basis.

are eligible for stem cell replacement.

is typically required. The cost can

Does health insurance cover iBody

Candidates may be declined due to the

vary depending on the number

treatment? Generally not, since,

severity of their condition or evidence

of areas treated and each patient’s

unfortunately, stem cell therapy is still

that they will not benefit from the

circumstances. Some patients opt to

undergoing clinical trials.

iBody regimen.

do a Smartlipo procedure and stem
cell therapy on the same day.
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TESTIMONIALS

A B O U T D R . TO S TA D O

—

—

“I have been dealing with severe lower back problem for over 15

Dr. Roberto Tostado has been a

In 2005 he founded the iBody, his

years. After one treatment the pain was reduced by 80%. Now I

preeminent medical doctor for over

successful private practice in San

am able to do most of the things I used to do before the injury.”

25 years. He is a dual board-certified

Marino, California. He chose the

—Abraham Q

physician in Family Medicine

name iBody to reflect his emphasis

and Regenerative Medicine &

on treating the entire patient, not

Anti-Aging Medicine; a Fellow of

their ailments.

“I suffered for many years with Rheumatoid Arthritis and other medical
issues causing me severe body aches and flu-like systems. Within a few
weeks after stem cell surgery I started to improve. I am happy to say
that 90% of my aches and pains are gone! I old all my family and friends
about Dr. Tostado and iBody. I love them! They gave me my life back!”
—Kathy F

“For years, I’d been in the habit of holding onto the rail
when walking down my front steps. One day, not long after
my stem cell therapy, I noticed that I was no longer holding
that rail. My knee pain had nearly vanished and I hadn’t
even realized it. And my hair is thicker, fuller and healthier
than it’s been in years too. Thank you, Dr. Tostado!“
—Christina W

Nutritional and Digestive Medicine
from the American Academy

A widely sought-after health expert,

of Anti-Aging Medicine; and is

Dr. Tostado dedicates his practice

certified by the American Academy

exclusively to preventive and

of Restorative Medicine. With

regenerative medicine. He is one of

additional specialized training in

a new breed of doctors pioneering

stem cell harvesting and isolation

a unique integrative approach to

techniques from U.S. Stem Cell, he is

health and has led thousands of

a nationally renowned provider of

patients to improved, healthier lives.

these innovative treatments.

His patients fondly enjoy his attitude
of ease, humor, and continual

Dr. Tostado has degrees from

inspiration.

Columbia University and the
University of Michigan, with a USC
Medical Residency at the California
Medical Center in Los Angeles.
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956 Huntington Dr | San Marino CA 91108 | 626 593 5993 | www.theibody.com

